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as we still need to attach the head and form
the neck. Felt into the base.
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Step 29

73-75
To attach the head to the body, place the head
on the end of the neck wire, assess correct
neck length and adjust as needed. When happy
with the head position, attach a short length
of Dark Fawn core to the back of the head
(enough to reach the shoulders), place head on
wire and felt the loose end of the Dark Fawn to
the shoulders.
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THE HARE
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Take some more Dark Fawn – enough to
wrap a couple of times around the neck – and
felt onto the neck. Add more Dark Fawn under
the jaw to stabilise the head on the neck. When
happy with the final shaping, cover around
the neck and down the front of the chest with
Blend 1.

Step 30

76-78
To add colour to the body, felt a layer of Blend
2 over the back, down the neck, over the top
of the shoulders, a little way down the outside
of the fore legs and the flanks on the hind
legs. Add this layer to give a messier, ruffled
appearance and felt into the body.
With the body colour now attached and
felted into the sculpture, begin reverse-felting
the entire body, pulling out the reverse needle
in the direction of fur growth to make it lay
like real fur. Don’t reverse-felt too deeply; just
enough to blend the two top layers and a little
of the body sculpture. If the wool starts lifting
as you reverse felt, simply felt it back in and try
again.
You will notice that reverse felting will

also pull out some underlying Dark Fawn:
this will add to the coat colouring, giving the
appearance of the Hare’s ticked coat (darker
tips of hair on the ends of the coat hairs). Give
your Hare a good trim and shaping, working on
any patches you might have missed.

Step 31

79-81
With all the fur trimmed to shape, now do
a little smoothing down. Using a quilting
iron with either a pointed end attached or a
flat pointed end, heat and apply down the
outside of the fore legs and between the toes
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deep enough to accommodate 2⁄3 of the 8mm
(0.31in) spacer beads – around 6mm (0.23in)
wide and deep. Cut horizontally, as opposed
to vertically, on the head to simulate eyelids.
The eyes won’t fit first time, and you will
probably need to use more Fox wool to build
bulk around the eye to hold the spacer beads
in place. Do this so that the eye socket holds
the spacer bead as shown in photo 20. Pop
the head back on to the body to check how it
looks.
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Step 9
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22-25
Using the ivory/off white acrylic beads, hold a
bead securely with the awl, and place the 6mm
(0.23in) circle template over it, so that the circle
sits well within the bead surface, and not close
to the bead holes.
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•

Holding the template and bead firmly
together, colour inside the circle with Spectrum
Noir pens, using either EB5 (makes a darker eye
colour) or Tri-Blend Spectrum Noir, Tan Shades,
Light Tan (makes a lighter eye colour). Paint
in a circular motion, starting from the centre
of the bead, and working out to the edge of
the circle template. Try to do this once only,
ensuring the circles cover the area completely.
Carefully remove the template so as not to
smudge the ink, and leave to dry. Do the other
eye in the same way.
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•

Next, take an IG10 pen and dot down the
centre of each eye to make the pupil. Foxes
don’t have round pupils, but vertical, cat-like
slits that are rounded at the end.

it again, taking care not to cover the iris
colouring (see photo 24). Cover with more
Diamond Glaze and add the final dead centre
line within the pupil in True Black. Cover with
Diamond Glaze again.
When dry, fit the eyes to check how they
look.

•

Once you have made the centre line (which
doesn’t touch the bottom or the top of the
eye), lightly dab around the centre of the pupil
to widen it. Leave to dry and add a coat of
Diamond Glaze; allow to dry.

•

Step 10

26-31
When happy with overall shaping of the body
and detailing on the legs, the next step is to

Now intensify the colour by going over
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THE FOX
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black or white, so feel free to create your own
coat colours.
To prevent sudden colour changes as you
attach the various blends, create a narrow
(2mm/0.07in) buffer zone, where both
blends are used in equal measure to form a
graduation of one colour to the other. This is
time-consuming but the results are well worth
the effort.
Cut tops lengths of approximately 3.5cm
(1.37in) to make –
Blend 1 = Antique x 2 , Marigold 1
Blend 2 = Antique x 1, Sand x 1
Blend 3= Oyster x 5, Raven x 1
Blend 4 = Antique x 3, Raven x 1
Blend 5 = Blend 1 x 1, Raven x 1
Blend 6 = Blend 1 x 1, Blend 3 x 1

••
••
••

30
blend Merino wool to make a realistic Fox coat.
Initially, there are 4 main blends from the
5 Merino colours of Antique, Marigold, Sand,
Oyster, and Raven. The Antique is a nice Fox
colour, but, used entirely on its own, would
give a very flat-coloured coat. Fox coats come
in a range of colours, and vary greatly from
dark red-brown to light red/brown, tinged with

Create a good number of these blends, and
arrange so that you know which is which. Don’t
let them run out as you will need to check the
match as you blend more.
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6

can do this in sections of the amount you are
blending to make it easier to handle, but make
sure you give the whole batch a good mix. 8
You may well have to do this five or six times
to achieve a good blend, but with practice you

fluffed, and you cannot see any cut edges. This
conditioned wool is now ready to use.
If you wanted to attach some single
coloured wool to your sculpture as long fur, go
straight to photo 10 for the final stage before
attachment.

8
will need less time. Experiment with different
ratios of colours – you can even blend the
blends, making the range of colours and tones
limitless!
Repeat until you have blended the colours to
your liking.

Blending

To blend two colours in a 50/50 mix, split the
prepared Merino into two equal sections and
place both on one brush. 6
Card this as you would a single colour, but
now and then taking the carded wool from the
second brush and placing it back on the first.
7
After each cycle of carding/transferring,
lift off your blend and replace on the brush,
making sure the colours are evenly mixed. You

TIP
When brushing and mixing, be sure to
brush one colour over another to help
the mix. For example, if you lay the
colours side-by-side on the first brush,
and brush them inline with one another,
the colours won’t mix well. Misalign the
second brush with the first, or place the
colours on top of each other

7

Blending is not a quick exercise and should be
managed very slowly and deliberately. If you
are very rough with the carding, you will break
the delicate fibres, making them shorter. 9
You should now have an evenly blended
amount of Merino in a shade of your making.
Before you can begin attaching this to your
sculpture, however, there is one final process.
10
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